INTRODUCTION
Our culture loves science. From technology to medicine, science has taken us far in today’s world. Despite what some
people may think, Christianity and science are not enemies. The Bible points to God’s design. God is the author of science;
He is the Creator God.

DISCUSSION
1.

What are some questions people in your group have about science and the Bible? What are some possible answers? Discuss
as a group where you can find the answers for these questions, either in the Bible or through the Creation Institute.

2.

Sometimes what we read in the Bible seems to conﬂict with what we see in the world around us. However, when we
examine the Bible, we ﬁnd it’s scientiﬁcally accurate. Choose a section of Genesis 1, and discuss how these verses can
[or have] been proven correct by science.

3.

In some cases, science can be used to prove items mentioned in the Bible. A medical condition exists where, in
situations of high psychological stress, sweat can be mixed with blood. Read Luke 22:44, and discuss the different
aspects of stress Jesus was facing that caused this physical reaction.

4.

Choose Psalm 104 or Psalm 139 and read aloud with the group. What verses stand out as pointing to God as the
author of science and the great Creator? What questions or doubts do these verses raise? Pray as a group for clarity
and wisdom in understanding the relationship between science and Creator God.

DO SOMETHING
1.
2.
3.

Take a walk with a friend at a park or other nature path. Be mindful of the plants, animals, weather, etc. around you; take
this time to connect with Creator God.
Strike up a conversation with someone you haven’t spoken with much or have been meaning to get to know. Invite
them out for coffee or help them out around their yard.
Step away from social media and devote that time to volunteering around your city with friends or your small group this
week. For ideas on where to volunteer, check out Local Partners page at prairielakeschurch.org.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
1.
2.

YouTube video “Ten of the Top Scientiﬁc Facts in the Bible”
The website scienceandbelief.org shares stories on positive interactions between science and faith.

